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About This Game
Who is your favorite historical figure? Would you like to have dinner with someone from the past? If you could bring someone
back to life in VR, who would that be?
VR Guest is an experience in which you get to have dinner with Albert Einstein, Mozart, and Kleopatra. Enjoy watching them
have a thoughtful dialog, and ask questions at the end!
Virtual Reality has allowed these giants of history to come alive in an unprecedented way! Enjoy their company, and learn from
these extraordinary figures while sitting at a table having a virtual dinner. And enjoy the amazing virtual environment created
for the four of you!
Included is a volume control for characters' voices and background music.
"Although extensive research was done for the production of this app - this is still a work of fiction intended to promote
curiosity and discussion."
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Title: VR Guest
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Alison M. Bailey, Chronos Development Studios
Publisher:
Chronos Development Studios
Release Date: 1 Jun, 2017
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 SP1
Processor: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent
Memory: 8 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent
Storage: 2 GB available space
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This game is a good timewaster but is quite buggy - the sound controls dont work (tried on several computers) - I like to play
with no music and low sound but the controls not working made this impossible and instead I have to mute my computer. The
animals also get "stuck" quite often and they dont produce anything and just stand there making their sound over and over - this
means quite often you dont beat the timer unless you buy extra animals (at which point by the time youve made enough money,
you're past the time for gold etc anyway.
So while it's fun to play and cheap, I wouldn't recommend it when theres a pile of identical games out there (some of which I
have in my library but havent played yet). Many different lines, tram and busses. I recommend it. Gameplay: The storyline is
non-existent, which isn't the worst thing in the world. Unfortunately, however, there are no redeeming qualities to make up for
this. There are a decent amount of game mechanics and levels to keep the total playtime up to 6 hours. The levels however are
in no way challenging.
Visuals: It's pretty disappointing. It looks very unfinished.
Audio: It's not the worst audiowise. I can say that the sound effects match the disproportionate cartoon-like theme that they
were aiming for. The soundtrack would get repetitive as the amount of songs they had didn't match the playtime it took to beat
the game.
Replayability*: There is none. I have no desire to go back and play the game. All the levels are the exact same and often times
the "perfection" mechanics (collecting all of the X) can usually be done on the first run through.
*This varies A LOT from person to person, so only rely on this category from me if you've agreed with my other reviews'
replayability sections.. Railroad X like its predecessors is a brilliant extensive model railway simulator. A bit time consuming to
create a good furnished route, but well worth the effort. Don't be put off by the somewhat crude models as in game they appear
somewhat better. The level of control of all the vehicles is very good and it's easy to set up multiple trains and road vehicles. For
example you can have many trains on the same track controlled as in real life by block signals. You can set some trains to stop at
stations while others pass through without stopping. Not much that you cannot do as regards automating a full and complex
layout.
Now for the downside. The EEP shop..... Items purchased are linked to your registration number. I so far have not been able to
get one for the Steam version. This does not stop the shop selling you items if you have a previous registration as I do for EEP 7.
I now have a number of purchases that I can't use in Railroad X and no one replies to my e-mails.
I used to be able to purchase for EEP 7 but now I find even those purchases cannot be used with EEP 7 even though they were
bought through my EEP 7 registered account.
The EEP crew have now sorted out my registration to Railroad X.. More like "Pay $2 to keep Jason from killing you.". Fun
game but there are no players at all sadly.
Dead game.. I love and appriciate the both of these nerds, what great trolls.. It's just a reskin and an addition of an AC 25kv
pantograph, but it's certainly worth the buy, when on sale.
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Play it just to have something to play. No risks were taken, it's short, just kinda average overall. I can't really hate on it, so the
least I can do is tell others to play it.. I would definitly reccomend this game, the plot is well thought out and written, and is easy
to follow. It does have a tendancy to crash however, usually just as combat is beginning. Save often and youll be alright.
I do have to say however that you are unable to save during a particular quest that has a time limit, and if you need to speedlevel up for the final battle it will likely keep crashing. I think this is due to an issue with it not clearing memory, however I am
not sure. Despite this this is one of the best rpgs ive played in a ong time. Its also a very affordable price and doesnt take hours
to load, which is good.. There's not much of a game or experience here. It's very short and limited to just a few rooms, plus the
hands are uber creepy. Maybe if it was a free demo that would be okay but it's not worth paying for at any price. There are some
nice tidbits of info about ancient Egypt but it just leaves you wanting to learn more and explore more of these beaufiful sights.
The "game" part is just picking up a few objects scattered around the rooms in a limited time.. All i can say is LIT!!!!. There are
no Dev's for this game. They release it, charge money for it and disappear. They will not fix damage ratios or interactions with
mods or update the game to match the mobile app version.
MOST IMPORTANTLY, YOU CAN ONLY PLAY THIS GAME ONCE!
YOU CANNOT RESET IT TO START OVER.
Gyro-Games Inc. should be banned from Steam.. A worth to buy original sound track *manly tears*. I tried to get on a game
with my friends and we could not join it allways said no servers found. it sucks. Please don't buy this game as it is incredibly
short and boring. It's way too overpriced and you could simply go online to play a free flash version. Don't even bother buying it
for a child, either.

(I only reviewed this for a badge :P). A great little Tower Defense game.
I like the simple art style and low poly look of the game. It's pretty interesting too with the levels expanding and changing each
play-through. It would be great to see some more level variety (ones with several spawners on higher difficulty).
The turrets and enemy types are interesting with a pretty basic unlock mechanic to use each turret. Some of the invisible \/
speedy enemies later on are hard to deal with and sometimes escape too quickly (probably something that could be fixed with a
balance adjustment)
Overall a great little indie game. I'm keen to see how this game changes with more dev updates.
. Only positive for a $5 sale price tag, which is the price at the time of this review, not worth full price.
Pros:
+ Unique artwork
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+ RPG crafting material grind
+ Simple but relevant card matches
+ Card upgrade system, sort of.
+ Seems like content updates happen on the regular.
+ lack of players in PvP queue ��
+ the blatant lack of balance provides an entertaining chaos where building a deck actually yields win rates of 0% to 100%, yup
in some cases 100%.
Cons:
+ Balancing was done whilst many bottles of vodka were consumed.
+ Straight up mistakes, look at “The Red Clan Preceptor” ’s upgrade for example.
+ PvE content shy
+ The campaign, at least necro, hits like a truck on the 4th story mission forcing players elsewhere.
+ the in-game Races are almost identical aside each having their own “instant kill race x, x and x” cards being restricted to
different race targets.
I can’t afford 2 cups of coffee with $5 so yeah I deem what little entertainment is gained from this game as a pve CCG fan is
worth the current price tag.
My opinion on this game may very a lot based on your starting race in this game as it deems your starting deck and AI
opponents. I picked necro advertised to have immunities only to find every race aside orc has cards with same and better, magic,
immunities. And to my regret I found out most AI human decks run at least half the damn deck with “instantly kills undead”
cards that you guessed it kill undead cards even if their immune to the damage type of the human. It gets better humans get a
card that does this in a 100% AOE with 200hp as well as a 4* card that does 50 damages to all undead (more hp than all but 2 of
them). And yeah if you pick orc you will get dunked by the undead, stupid orcs.
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